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To the reader

The workprogramme 1994 of the Health Council of the Netherlands included the topic

'Influence of the pattern of exposure to hazardous chemicals on the risk associated

with that exposure'. I requested H Verhagen, VJ Feron and PW van Vliet to review a

part ofthat topic: the effect on cancer risk ofpeak exposure to genotoxic carcinogens.

The present report summarises the results of this review. Before publication it was as-

sessed by the Council's Standing Committee on Toxicology.

I consider the present report to be a thorough evaluation ofthe - scarce - data available

on peak exposure to genotoxic carcinogens. I conclude from the data that risk asses-

sment of peak exposure to individual genotoxic carcinogens is liable to considerable

uncertainty and that more research is needed for well-balanced risk assessment of peak

exposure to these agents.

The Hague,30 December 1994

-b

Prof Dr L Ginjaar

President of the Health Council of the Netherlands
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Summary

Health-based recommended exposure limits, safe doses for lifelong human exposure to
chemicals, are estimated from dose-response data obtained in chronic animal experi-
ments or, occasionally, from epidemiological data. These exposure limits are estimated
by applying a safety factor to no-observed-adverse-effect levels derived from the data

available. This approach is considered inappropriate to estimate limits for human ex-
posure to genotoxic carcinogens. In the Netherlands, for genotoxic carcinogens linear
non-threshold extrapolation is applied to the data to estimate the dose corresponding to
a certain level of risk for lifelong exposure deemed acceptable by the authorities. Thus,
this risk assessment addresses life-time low-dose exposure.

The present report addresses the cancer risk associated with peak exposure, which
can occur following accidents or calamities, to a genotoxic carcinogen. For the pur-
pose of this report 'peak exposure' was defined as a single instantaneous exposure
(lasting less than 24h) to a high dose of a substance. The key question is: "What is the
estimated cancer risk of peak exposure to a genotoxic carcinogen relative /o the cancer
risk of the same total dose of this carcinogen distributed over an entire lifetime?" For
the purpose of answering this question a Dose-Rate Correction Factor (DRCF) was de-

fined as "a factor by which the tumour incidence caused by a specific dose of a chemi-
cal carcinogen at low dose rates is multiplied to derive the tumour incidence at high
dose rates", and the value of this DRCF was estimated.

The information on the basis of which the key question was answered includes: i)
data which are relevant to this question but which did not allow calculation of a
DRCF, and statements rather than evaluations of scientific data, ii) theoretical
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calculations of the relative risk of peak exposure, and iii) data on the relative risk of
peak exposure to genotoxic chemical carcinogens and ionising radiation. The second

and third categories allowed calculation of DRCF values. Some data from the first

category were used for the evaluation of these values.

The data reviewed show that peak exposure to a genotoxic chemical may induce

cancer. Tlre data also show that the DRCF values for genotoxic carcinogens calculated

front experimental studies vary. These values vary from zero to 8.3. Theoretical calcu-

lations of DRCF values and derivation of equivalent values from data on ionising ra-

diation also lead to ranges of values. Theoretical calculations result in DRCF values

that range from zero to 7.1. Epidemiological and experimental data on the effects of
ionising radiation indicate that the Dose-Rate Effectiveness Factor (the radiation

equivalent of the DRCF) ranges from I to 10.

An important reason for the variation in DRCF values for genotoxic carcinogens is

that the experiments we have based our conclusion on, experiments with genotoxic

carcinogens, are limited in number and do not comply exactly with comparison of
peak exposure with lifelong exposure to low doses. Furthermore, the experiments dif-

fered as to several aspects.

Even though variations in the design of the experiments with the chemicals re-

viewed may explain the range of DRCF values observed, the additional data on kinet-

ics, metabolism and DNA repair suggest that there is no universal DRCF value, but

that the DRCF value is compound-specific.In view of the limitations of the data we re-

gard a DRCF value of 10 appropriate as a 'default' value if no or insufficient data are

available to estimate a compound-specific value of the DRCF ('worst-case approach').
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Samenvatting

Gezondheidskundige advieswaarden voor chemische stoffen zijn schattingen van het
hoogste niveau van blootstelling aan deze stoffen dat nog gezondheidskundig verant-
woord is. Als regel hebben zij betrekking op levenslange blootstelling aan lage doses.

Zij worden geschat uit dosis-responsgegevens die afkomstig zijn uit dierexperimenten
of uit epidemiologisch onderzoek, via toepassing van een veiligheidsfactor op no-ob-
served-adverse-effect levels. Deze (drempelwaarde)benadering wordt niet geschikt ge-

acht voor vaststelling van advieswaarden voor blootstelling van de mens aan genotoxi-
sche kankerverwekkende stoffen. In Nederland wordt voor die stoffen een schatting
gemaakt van de dosis, die overeenkomt met het risiconiveau dat door de autoriteiten
acceptabel wordt geacht bij levenslange blootstelling. Dit gebeurt door toepassing van

lineaire, drempelloze extrapolatie van dosis-responsgegevens. Deze schatting richt
zich dus op levenslange blootstelling aan lage doses.

Het voorliggende rapport heeft betrekking op de kans op kanker die geassocieerd

ismetpiekblootstelling aan een genotoxische kankerverwekkende stof. Zo'n blootstel-
ling kan bijvoorbeeld optreden na ongelukken of rampen. Onder piekblootstelling
wordt in dit rapport verstaan een blootstelling korter dan24 uur aan een hoge dosis. De

centrale vraag is: hoe groot is de verhouding tussen de kans op kanker ten gevolge van
piekblootstelling aan een bepaalde dosis van een genotoxische kankerverwekkende
stof en de kans op kanker bij spreiding van die dosis over het hele leven? Deze ratio
wordt de Dose-Rate Correction Factor (DRCF) genoemd.

De gegevens op basis waarvan de bovengenoemde vraag beantwoord is, zijn: ge-

gevens die relevant zijn voor beantwoording van de vraag, maar die geen berekening
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van een DRCF mogelijk maken, en opinies hierover;theoretische berekening van het

relatieve risico van piekblootstelling; gegevens over het relatieve risico van piekbloot-

stelling aan genotoxische kankerverwekkende stoffen en ioniserende straling. Gege-

vens van de tweede en derde categorie maken berekening van DRCF-waarden moge-

lijk. Enkele gegevens uit de eerste categorie zijn gebruikt voor de evaluatie van deze

DRCF-waarden.

De beschikbare gegevens leiden tot de conclusie dat piekblootstelling aan een ge-

notoxische kankerverwekkende stofkanker tot gevolg kanhebben Berekeningen op

basis van gegevens uit dierexperimenten met genotoxische kankerverwekkende stoffen

tonen aan dat de waarden van de DRCF voor genotoxische kankerverwekkende stoffen

vari€ren van 0 tot 8,3. Theoretische berekening van de DRCF en berekening van een

overeenkomstige grootheid voor ioniserende straling geven ook waarden die uiteenlo-

pen. Theoretische berekening van het relatieve risico van piekblootstelling aan geno-

toxische kankerverwekkende stoffen leidt tot DRCF-waarden die varidren van 0 tot

7,1. Experimentele en epidemiologische gegevens over blootstelling aan ioniserende

straling geven waarden van de Dose-Rate Effectiveness Factor (het equivalent van de

DRCF voor straling) die variEren van I tot 10.

Een belangrijke reden voor de gevonden spreiding in DRCF-waarden voor geno-

toxische kankerverwekkende stoffen is, dat de experimentele gegevens waarop de

DRCF-waarden gebaseerd zijn, afkomstig zijn van een klein aantal experimenten die

niet precies betrekking hadden op een vergelijking van piekblootstelling en levenslan-

ge blootstelling aan lage doses en die bovendien verschilden wat betreft de gebruikte

stoffen en de proefopzet.

Hoewel verschillen in de proefopzet de uiteenlopende waarden van de DRCF kun-

nen verklaren, suggereren de aanvullende gegevens over kinetiek, metabolisme en

DNA-herstel dat er geen universele DRCF bestaat, maar dat de waarde van de DRCF

specifiek is voor een stof. Bij het ontbreken van stof-specifieke gegevens voor bereke-

ning van de DRCF lijkt l0 een geschikte maximale waarde voor de DRCF te zijn
('worst-case' benadering).
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Chapter 1

lntroduction

Humans are exposed to small amounts of various chemicals for periods of time that

may vary from a single exposure or a few exposures to more or less continuous, life-

long exposure. However, in the case of accidents humans may be exposed to large

amounts of chemicals for relatively short periods of time. The magnitude of accidents

may range from small-scale accidents involving only a few people, such as a gasleak

or a broken bottle, to large-scale chemical disasters like those in Seveso (ltaly,l976,

TCDD), Bhopal (India, 1984, methylisocyanate), and Chernobyl (former Soviet Union,

1986, release ofradioactive material) exposing hundreds, thousands or even greater

numbers of people (Ber89). The toxicity of the compound released and the dose to

which people are exposed are the main determinants of the adverse effects.

For many toxic compounds a no-observed-adverse-effect level (NOAEL) exists, at

and below which no adverse effects are expected to occur. This applies when the toxic

effect is a non-stochastic one. In this case deleterious effects may arise when the dose*

to which humans are exposed exceeds the NOAEL. At high doses** a level may be

reached at which an exposed human being dies (in case of e.g. release of gases such as

hydrogen cyanide or phosgene). At doses between the NOAEL and the lethal dose hu-

mans may experience non-lethal adverse effects, either reversible ones, e.g. burns from

etching substances like sodium hydroxide, or irreversible ones, e.g. pulmonary damage

from methylisocyanate (FeO I ).

the amount of a substance administered per unit mass

doses approaching the LD5o
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However, not all toxic compounds have non-stochastic adverse effects: some car-

cinogens contribute to the carcinogenic process in a stochastic way. This implies that,

for risk assessment, carcinogens can be subdivided according to mechanism of action

(GR78, HCN94). This subdivision is relevant to assessment of the risk of exposure to

carcinogens under any exposure pattern. Carcinogens acting through a stochastic mode

of action, termed genotoxic carcinogens, are capable of inducing irreversible changes

in DNA with a self-replicating effect. This group includes initiators and complete car-

cinogens (GR78). Irreversible action at the molecular level implies that there is no

threshold dose for the carcinogenic effect. Carcinogens acting by a non-stochastic

mechanism, termed non-genotoxic carcinogens, have a mode of action that is regarded

as reversible up to a certain dose (or time) level. This implies the existence of a thresh-

old dose, the NOAEL, at and below which no carcinogenic potential exists. Examples

ofthe latter group are promoters and other substances acting as co-carcinogens

(GR78).

In 1978 a committee of the Health Council of the Netherlands proposed an ap-

proach to the quantitative assessment of the risk of exposure to carcinogenic sub-

stances on the basis of the above-mentioned subdivision (GR78). The committee

adopted the one-hit model of cancer induction and proposed, in the case of genotoxic

carcinogens, the application of linear extrapolation to the dose-response curve to as-

sess the exposure level associated with a certain, politically accepted excess cancer in-

cidence. In the case of non-genotoxic carcinogens, the committee considered

appropriate the threshold approach to estimate safe doses for lifelong exposure from

the dose-response curve. Thus, the decision as to whether a stochastic process is in-

volved was considered crucial to carcinogenic risk assessment. Recently, the former

and present Committees on the Evaluation of the Carcinogenicity of Chemical Sub-

stances of the Council reassessed this approach (GR88, HCN9a); they concluded that

it is stillthe most appropriate one.

As exposure to many carcinogens in the environment is lifelong and involves low

doses, risk assessment of exposure to these compounds has hitherto mainly focused on

the risk associated with this kind of exposure. The consequences, in terms of cancer

risk to humans, of accidental exposure to high doses of genotoxic carcinogens ('peak

exposure' to genotoxic carcinogens) are the subject ofthe present report. For the pur-

pose of this report a peak exposure to a substance was defined as 'a single instantane-

ous exposure' (lasting less than 24h)to a'relatively high' dose of a substance as

compared to a'relatively long' exposure to a'relatively low' dose of a substance. The

key question to be resolved is:

What is the estimated cancer risk of peak exposure to a genotoxic carcinogen relative ,o the cancer risk of

exposure to the same total dose ofthis carcinogen distributed over an entire lifetime?
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Thus, this question addresses the comparison of risks of peak and lifelong exposure to

a genotoxic carcinogen at equal doses*.

The relative risk of peak exposure to genotoxic carcinogens is expressed as Dose-

Rate Correction Factor (DRCF). The DRCF is defined as 'a factor by which the tu-

mour incidence caused by a specific dose of a chemical carcinogen at low dose rates is

multiplied to derive the tumour incidence at high dose rates'. In this report the avail-

able data will be evaluated in order to establish a DRCF for peak exposure to geno-

toxic carcinogens. The DRCF is greater than unity if a peak exposure, as compared to

lifelong exposure, increases the tumour incidence, lower than unity if a peak exposure

decreases the tumour incidence, and unity if it has no effect on tumour incidence.

To address the key question, relevant papers were reviewed. The database of the

'Deutsches Institut fiir Medizinische Dokumentation und Information' in Cologne,

Germany, was therefore consulted, using the keywords: accident(s), calamity, disaster,

carcinogen(s), genotoxic(ity), single dose, high dose, hazard, peak exposure. In addi-

tion, information available from personal contacts of the authors was used. However,

most of the relevant papers were found among the references of papers in which the

key question was (thought to be) referred to. The information obtained was divided

into three categories: i) data relevant to this key question but which do not allow calcu-

lation of a DRCF, and statements rather than evaluations of scientific data, ii) theoreti-

cal calculations of the relative risk of peak exposure, iii) experimental data on the

relative risk of peak exposure. The latter category includes data on genotoxic chemical

carcinogens as well as ionising radiation, a physical carcinogen acting by a genotoxic

mechanism.

The outline of the report is as follows:
. First, data relevant to, and previous opinions on the subject of this report are

discussed.
. Second, it is shown that it is possible to develop cancer after a single exposure to a

genotoxic carcinogen.
. Third, DRCF values calculated theoretically, or obtained from animal experiments

with genotoxic carcinogens, and animal experiments with ionising radiation and

from accidental human exposure to ionising radiation will be reviewed.
. Fourth, a DRCF value willbe estimated for application to compounds for which

data on peak exposure are lacking.
. Fifth, a formula will be provided to estimate the absolute cancer risk associated

with peak exposure to a genotoxic carcinogen.
. Finally, suggestions for future research will be given.

dose = integrated [(dose ratextime)] value (mg.kgt)
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Chapter 2

Previous evaluations

Few others have addressed the key question ofthe present report. Those who have

done so have provided statements on the relative risk of tumour development associ-

ated with peak exposure to carcinogens (cf. Table l), or have presented data which are

relevant to the subject of the present report but do not allow derivation of DRCF
values.

Several opinions about the risk associated with exposure to a relatively high dose of
carcinogen have been published.

Turusov (Tur84: abstract only) suggested that dose fractionation enhances the ef-
fectiveness of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and probably decreases the
effectiveness of directly acting carcinogens.

The US-Environmental Protection Agency (EPA86) ossumes that the DRCF of
carcinogens equals unity:

Unless there is evidence to the contrary in a particular case, the cumulative dose received over a lifetime,

expressed as an average daily exposure protracted over a lifetime, is recommended as an appropriate

measure of exposure to a carcinogen. That is, the assumption is made that a high dose of a carcinogen

received over a short period oftime is equivalent to a corresponding low dose spread over a lifetime.

In the same paper the US-EPA also recognises that:
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ref

Table I Statements on the relative risk of peak exposure (from reviews only).

General relation between dose (d) and induction time (t) for tumour development: dx{: constan Dru67

(range ofn: l.l - 6.5). A single high exposure may induce cancer: a higher dose is needed but the time

until tumour development is shorter

Fractionation ofdose enhances the effectiveness of PAHs and probably decreases the effectiveness of Tur84

directly acting carcinogens; tumours in different tissues may respond in a different way

A high dose received over a short period is equivalent to a corresponding low dose spread over a life- EPA86

time (unless there is evidence to the contrary)

Mutagenicity, carcinogenicity, teratogenicity may arise from a single exposure; generally not possible to 11189

estimate risk of single exposure as no data are available

Probability of tumour development after short accidental exposure "extremely low" ECE9I

ID,,"a*" : VSDb x 25,600 , 2.&' (using a DRCF of 2.8 to account for peak exposure effects (based on COT86

Cru84))

IDro-^,n : VSD x 25,600 x 2.&t x 48 (based on COT86) Ale89

instantaneous dose

virtually safe dose

Positive studies at levels above the Maximum Tolerated Dose (MTD)* should be carefully reviewed to en-

sure that the responses are not due to factors which do not operate at exposure levels below the MTD. Evi-

dence indicating that high exposures alter tumour responses by indirect mechanisms that may be unrelated

to effects at lower exposures should be dealt with on an individual basis.

Illing (Ill89) recognises the possibility of tumour development following a single ex-

posure to a carcinogen but does not consider it possible to estimate the associated risk:

... Other effects, including mutagenicity, carcinogenicity and teratogenicity, may also arise as a result of a

single exposure. However, for most Major Hazard substances, single exposure dose-effect data are not

available for these effects, and it is not possible to extrapolate satisfactorily to single exposures to man....

'High dose used in chronic toxicity testing that is expected on the basis ofan adequate subchronic study to produce lim-

ited toxicity when administered for the duration of the test period. It should not induce (a) overt toxicity, for example

appreciable death of cells or organ dysfunction, or (b) toxic manifestations that are predicted materially to reduce the

life span ofthe animals except as the result ofneoplastic development or (c) l0% or greater retardation ofbody weight

gain as compared with control animals. In some studies, toxicity that could interfere with a carcinogenic effect is spe-

cifically excluded from consideration' (IUPAC93).
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ECETOC (ECE91) also recognises the probability of tumour development following a

short accidental exposure to a carcinogen but considers it extremely low:

... The Task Force recognised the importance ofcancer as an endpoint but gave weight to the evidence

showing that the probability ofit occurring as a result ofa single, short (accidental) exposure is extremely

low. The risk of the population would thus be small compared rvith that arising from the acutely hazardous

effects ofchemicals. ...... Emergency Exposure Indices for carcinogens should be set on the basis ofacute

effects and it must be recognised that their role is confined to the prediction ofthe occurrence ofacute

effects.....

Several attempts were made to calculate the risk associated with peak exposure to car-

cinogens. The Committee on Toxicology of the US National Research Council calcu-

lated a one-day instantaneous dose (ID) by multiplying by 25,600 (number of days in

an average lifetime) and 2.8'' the virtually safe dose (VSD), the daily dose associated

with an accepted lifetime risk of one in a million in the USA:

because of uncertainties about which of several stages in the carcinogenic process a material may operate

in, and because of the likely low age of military pe rsons, it can be shown from data of Crump and Howe

(Cru84) that the maximal additional risk that these considerations contribute is a factor of 2.8. As a con-

servative approach, the acceptable one-day VSD is divided by 2'8 (COT86).

Thus, according to the Committee on Toxicology, the one-day ID is

lDone-aay = 25,600 x2'8-1 x VSD

Thefactor of 2.8 has to be considered as a DRCF. Unfortunately, it was not stated ex-

plicitly how this factor was derived from the data of Crump and Howe (Cru84).

Alexeeff and co-workers (Ale89) applied this DRCF to calculate the ID associated

with a peak exposure of 30 min to a variety of carcinogens:

/Dso-rin = 25,600 x 48 x 2'8-1 x VSD

Druckrey and co-workers have performed a number of studies on the relation between

carcinogenic dose and tumour induction time (reviewed in Dru67). Although they did

not derive any DRCF values themselves, the results of their experiments are relevant

to the interpretation of the DRCF values reviewed or calculated in the next chapters.

They showe d that at continuous exposure with all genotoxic substances tested

(4-dimethylaminobenzene, 4-dimethylaminostilbene, N-nitrosodiethylamine and other
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nitrosoalkylethylamines) and without regard to the target organ clear dose-response

and dose-time relationships exist, which are explained by the general formula:

dxtn =cofistant

wlrere d is the daily dose, I the tumour induction tirne, n a numerical value depending

on the substance in question.

The numerical value of r differs considerably with different carcinogens, ranging

from l.l to 6.5 and thus can be considered as an indicator of the carcinogenic potency

of a compound. Druckrey (Dru67) showed that experimental data on PAHs, estab-

lished by others, also fitted the above formula. The author concluded that this formula

is consistent with results of experiments showing that a single exposure can cause tu-

mours to develop (Mag59, Dru64). These experiments resulted in tumours even if the

carcinogen was degraded metabolically or excreted within a few hours.

Recently, the validity of Druckrey's formula was confirmed in a series of chronic

studies using thousands of rodents exposed to N-nitrosodiethylamine or N-
nitrosodimethylamine, n ranging from I to 2.3 (Swe9l, Pet9la, Pet9lb, Gra9la). The

impact of the formula is that l) a higher dose is needed to induce a certain cumulative

tumour incidence if short-term exposure to a high dose rate takes place instead of
long-term exposure to a low dose rate; 2) the time needed for development of a certain

cumulative tumour incidence is shorter following exposure to a high dose rate as com-

pared to exposure to a low dose rate at equal doses.

In conclusion, opinions vary as to the effectiveness of high dose rates as compared

to low dose rates. A shortcoming of the statements presented in this chapter is that no

distinction was made between genotoxic and non-genotoxic compounds. The results

presented by Druckrey and co-workers (Dru67) were obtained with genotoxic carcino-

gens only. They demonstrate that the tumour incidence depends critically on the time

point of recording of this incidence.
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Chapter 3

Relevance of the key question

A prerequisite for the establishment of a DRCF of peak exposure to a genotoxic car-

cinogen is a positive answer to the following question: can peak exposure to a geno-

toxic carcinogen lead to tumour development? Were the answer 'no' there would be no

tumour development, and the DRCF would be zero; were it 'yes', a DRCF greater than

zero can be established. In the latter case the DRCF is greater than unity if a peak ex-

posure, as compared to lifelong exposure, increases the tumour incidence, lower than

unity if a peak exposure decreases the tumour incidence, and unity if it has no effect

on tumour incidence.

The use of a single administration or a few administrations of a carcinogen has

been common practice in many tumour models involving laboratory qnimals.Table2

lists some experiments in which the tumour incidence was increased by a single appli-

cation of a genotoxic carcinogen. Compounds, a single administration of which leads

to tumour development, may be both directly acting genotoxic carcinogens (e.g. meth-

ylnitrosurea (IvINU)) and indirectly acting ones, i.e. compounds needing bioactivation

to react with DNA (e.g. vinyl chloride monomer, several nitrosamines, several PAHs).

Thus, there is ample evidence from animal studies that a single exposure to a geno-

toxic carcinogen may increase the cancer incidence.

There are scant data suggesting that a peak or short-term exposure to a genotoxic

compound can give rise to tumours in humans. Markovitz and Crosby (Mar84) re-

ported that two out of nine firemen who were exposed to 1,3-dichloropropene

(1,3-DCP) after a spill, developed non-Hodgkin lymphoma almost simultaneously 6-7

years after exposure. They also reported on the case of a man who was exposed to
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Table 2 Examples of tumour development after single administration of chemicals to laboratory animals.

agent" b.actb species/route dose effect ref

N-nitroso compounds

MNU no

Various

nitrosamines"

DBN

DENA

DENA

NNK

NNK

P olycyclic aromatic hydrocarb ons

Various PAHsd yes rat

p.o.

DMBA

BP (& Fe, 0, )

rat

i.v

70-100 mg/kg body weight

rat 37-370 mg/kg body weight

i.v., inh., p.o.

tumours in multiple organs Dru64,Dru67

tumours in multiple organs Dru64, Drt67

mainly papillomas of the Alt73

trachea

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

hamster

rat 200 mg/kg body weight kidney tumours Sch79

hamster 0.75 - 4.0 mg/kg body weight tracheal papillary tumours Moh70

hamster 9,31,93 mg/kg body weight

200 - 800 mg/kg body weight i.p.

150 - 1200 mg/kg body weight s.c.

400 - 1600 mg/kg body weight p.o.

p.o.

s.c.

s.c.

i.p.

skin

rat

s.c.

skin

mouse 2.5, 5, l0 pmol

20-100 mg/rat

mouse 5l.21tg

hamster

i.t.i.b

mouse range of doses

mouse 63 - 1000 pg

37.5 mg BP (& 12.5 mg Fe2O3)

5 mg BP (& 45 mg FerOr)

30 mg/kg body weight i.v
I mg/rat locally

lung tumours Hec89

mammarv tumours Hu962

papillomas and carcinomas Ive86, Ive88

of skin

tumours of lung, nasal

mucos4 trachea

carcinomas and benign

tumours in lung

benign tumours in lung

Hec83

Safl2

yes

yes

yesDMBA

3-MC

DBA, 20-MC, BP yes

mammary tumours

mammary tumours

Sin80

spindle cell carcinomas at Bry43

injection site

papillomas and carcinomas Ive64

of the skin

yes
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Table 2 continued

agent b.act species/route dose effect ref
Other

VCM

URE

yes

yes

mouse 5,000 or 50,000 ppm for lh
inhal.

pulmonary adenomas and HehS l
carcinomas

pulmonary tumours shi55I mg/kg body weightmouse

i.p.

abbreviations of compounds: see list of abbreviations

b.act: need for bioactivation (no = direct carcinogen; yes: indirect carcinogen); i.t.i.: intratracheal instillation
compound (dose; route): DMNA (37 mgkg body weight; inh.); DENA (280 mg/kg body weight; i.v.; p.o.); grethylvinylnitro-
samine (44 mg/kg body weight; inh.): ethylbutylnitrosamine (370 mgkg body weight; p.o.)

compound (dose; o/otumour incidence): l2-methylbenz[a]antracene (100 mg; l7%o);7-methylbenz[a]anthracence (100 mg;
317"); DMBA (20 mg; 100%); BP (l00mg; 89o/o;2-arninophenanthrene (70 mg; 100%o);2,4,7-trinitro-9-fluorenone (100 mg;
3s%)

1,3-DCP from a leaking hose for about 30 days and who died of acute myelomono-
cytic leukaemia about one year thereafter.

In addition, the potential of a short-term exposure to ionising radiation to induce
cancer is well-known (cf. chapter 6).

In conclusion, the question of whether a single exposure to a genotoxic carcinogen
may give rise to tumour formation can be answered by 'yes'.
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Chapter 4

Theoretical values of the DRCF

Several studies have been published in which the effects on tumour incidence of aber-

rant, i.e. other than lifetime low-dose exposure patterns to carcinogens were calculated

theoretically (Table 3). These studies can be divided into three categories: l) studies

on the effects ofinstantaneous high-dose exposures versus long-term low-dose expo-

sures, 2) studies on the effects of short-term low-dose exposures versus long-term low-

dose exposures,3) studies on the effects ofcessation ofexposure. The comparison of
different patterns ofexposure to equal total doses ofgenotoxic carcinogens was the

object of the studies from categories I and2. Strictly speaking, the results of studies

from categories 2 and 3 do not apply to the key question ofthis report because, in

these studies, there was either no question ofpeak exposure (category 2) or no ques-

tion of comparison of different patterns at equal total doses (category 3). However, all

categories will be discussed below as all contribute to an understanding of the effects

ofpeak exposure to a genotoxic carcinogen.

4.1 lnstantaneous high-dose versus long-term low-dose exposures

Two papers treat theoretically the relative risk of tumour development after instantane-

ous exposure to genotoxic carcinogens, one using the Armitage-Doll multi-stage (AD-

ms) model (Cru84) and one based upon the Moolgavkar-Venzon-Knudson 2-stage life-

death (MVK-2s) model (Che88) (Table 3). They both address the dependence of this

relative risk on the timing of the peak exposure to, and the stage of carcinogenesis
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Table 3 DRCFs for peak exposure calculated theoretically"

model premisses for peak exposure DRCF ref

AD-ms early in life (0 y), lst stage affected

early in life (0 y), penultimate stage affected

late in life (60 y), lst stage affected

late in life (60 y), penuttimate stage affected

early in life (0 y), initiator

early in life (0 y), completer

late in life (60 y), initiator

late in life (60 y), completer

3.0 to 6.0b

zefo

0.0004 to 0.06b

0.7 to 2.3b

2.3 to 7.1"

zero

0.01 to 0.2"

1.8 to 2.6"

Cru84

MVK-2s Che88

An instantaneous high exposure is compared with protracted exposure (protraction over a lifetime

of 70 years)

Range depends on assumed number of stages in the carcinogenic process

Range depends on extent ofcell proliferation assumed

affected by the carcinogen, assuming that the stages of the carcinogenic process are

sequential.

Crump and Howe (Cru84) developed mathematical expressions for the AD-ms

model for estimation of risks with various exposure patterns. The assumption underly-

ing their calculations is that neoplastic transformation requires three to six changes in

the cellular genome. The risk at age 70 from an instantaneous exposure was compared

to the risk associated with exposure to the same total dose distributed uniformly over

70 years. The results of the calculations indicate that the risk depends upon l) the

number of stages in the AD-ms model, 2) the stage affected by the carcinogen, and 3)

the age at which the instantaneous exposure takes place (Table 3). If thelrsl stage of
carcinogenesis is affected, instantaneous exposure at birth gives a risk 3- to 6-fold

higher than exposure continued throughout life. The variation depends on the number

of stages assumed: higher numbers of stages are associated with higher values. If the

first stage is affected, instantaneous exposure occurring later in life is associated with a

lower risk. If, on the other hand, the penultimate stage of carcinogenesis is affected, in-

stantaneous exposure at birth gives zero risk at any of3 to 6 stages. At the age of60
instantaneous exposure to a carcinogen affecting the penultimate stage gives a lower or

higher risk, depending on the number of stages assumed: higher numbers of stages are

associated with higher risks.If the penultimate stage of carcinogenesis is affected the

maximum relative risk is 2.3 at6 stages.In conclusion, if the first stage of carcino-

genesis is affected by a compound, early peak exposures to this compound are more

dangerous than later ones. If the penultimate stage is affected, however, late exposures
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present a higher risk than early ones. In the former and latter situations the upper

DRCFs are 6.0 and2.3, respectively.

Chen and colleagues (Che88) derived age-specific cumulative hazard functions

for evaluation ofthe risk attached to various patterns ofexposure to carcinogens on the

basis of the MVK-2s model. An assumption underlying this model is that two sequen-

tial changes in the cellular genome are required for rnalignant transformation: the first

would be brought about by an 'initiator', the second by a 'completer'. Cell division is

an additional essential feature of the model. The relative risk at age 70 was calculated

for instantaneous exposure at 0,20 or 60 years ofage, assuming background cell pro-

liferation of lYo,5Yo or l0%. The results indicate that the risk depends upon l) the

stage affected by the carcinogen, 2) the age at which exposure takes place, 3) the rate

of cell proliferation assumed. Instantaneous exposure to an initiator atbirth would

give rise to a DRCF varying from 2.3 to 7 .1, the variation depending on the rate of cell

proliferation assumed.Instantaneous exposure to an initiator at 60 years of age, how-

ever, would give rise to a DRCF varying from 0.01 to 0.2.In contrast, instantaneous

exposure to a completer atbirth is associated with a DRCF of zero at any of the as-

sumed rates of cell proliferation, and instantaneous exposure at 60 years of age with a

DRCF varying from 1.8 to2.6. Thus, instantaneous exposure to an initiator early in

life is more dangerous than similar exposure late in life. The upper DRCF value calcu-

lated for an initiator is 7.1. Instantaneous exposure to a completer late in life is associ-

ated with a higher risk than early exposure. The upper DRCF value calculated for a

completer is2.6.

The conclusions drawn from the two studies mentioned above are consistent. Both

studies show the dependence ofthe theoretical risk attached to peak exposure to a car-

cinogen on the age atwhich exposure takes place and the stage ofcarcinogenesis af-

fected by the carcinogen in question. Both studies showed that, theoretically, the risk

attached to peak exposure is highest if this exposure occurs early in life and involves a

compound affecting an early stage of carcinogenesis. Even though the assumptions un-

derlying the models used in both studies differ considerably, the upper values of the

DRCF calculated for this worst situation, i.e. 6.0 (Cru84) and 7 .l (Che88), are in close

agreement.

4.2 Short-term low-dose versus long-term low-dose exposures

Two groups compared the theoretical risks of short-term and long-term exposure, both

resulting in equalcumulative doses (Kod87, Mur88). A limitation of the results pre-

sented is that the exposures compared both refer to 'low' dose rates. Kodell et al.

(Kod87) compared the risk associated with short-terrn exposure to that associated with

exposure protracted over a lifetime, based on the AD-ms model (Table 4). For this
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Table 4 DRCFs for short-term exposure calculated theoretically

Model" Short exposure Long exposure DRCF Ref

AD-ms I year starting at birth

AD-ms

MVK-2s

lifetimeb

lifetime

lifetime

max. k/r"

max. k

max. co at extremely high cell prolifera-

tion, otherwise max. 1.5

Kod87

Mur88

Mur88

AD-ms: Armitage-Doll multistage model of cancer; MVK-2s: Moolgavkar-Venzon-Knudson 2-stage life-death model of

cancer

7ov

k: total number of stages; r: number of carcinogen-dependent stages; I <r<k

time point and duration vary

purpose the authors assumed a varying number of stages affected by the carcinogen in

a carcinogenic process consisting of two to six stages. Short-term exposure had a mini-

mum duration of one year; the human lifespan was assumed to be 70 years. The results

of the calculations show that short-term exposure enhances the risk by a factor which

is lower than the number of stages in the model divided by the number of carcinogen-

dependent stages. In the case ofa l-yr exposure the risk is highest if6 stages are in-

volved, only the first stage is carcinogen-dependent, and exposure starts at birth. In

this case the risk is 5.8 times that of lifelong exposure.

Similar calculations were performed by Murdoch and Krewski (Mur88) with both

the AD-ms model and the MVK-2s model. The conclusions obtained using the AD-ms

model confirm those of Kodell et a/. (Kod87). According to the MVK-2s model, the

relative risk associated with short-term exposure depends on the postulated contribu-

tion of promotion. If a constant level of cell proliferation is assumed, the relative risk

increases with the levelof proliferation and shows no upper limit. If cell proliferation

is dose-dependent the upper limit is 1.5.

4.3 Cessation of exposure

Day and Brown (Day80, Bro83) predicted the theoretical effect of cessation of expo-

sure to genotoxic carcinogens using the AD-ms model of carcinogenesis. They com-

pared a theoretical tumour incidence after cessation of exposure and continuation of
treatment. Additionally, they tested their predictions against experimental and epide-

miological data for a few carcinogens. They showed that multi-stage models with

more than two stages needed for tumour development predict two patterns of changing
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risk following cessation of exposure to a genotoxic carcinogen; these patterns depend

on the stage ofthe process affected by the carcinogen. The authors predicted that the

drop in risk following removal of a carcinogen affecting an early stage is slow,

whereas removal of a carcinogen affecting a late stage leads to a more rapid reduction

in risk. They also reviewed published experimental and epidemiological data in the

light of their predictions. The data Day and Brown considered demonstrated that the

two types of risk reduction predicted do occur, although it seems that more than one

stage can be affected by a carcinogen. DRCF values could not be calculated because

there was no question of equal total exposures with the exposure patterns compared.

However, they showed that discontinued exposure to a genotoxic carcinogen is suffi-

cient to cause tumours. They also showed that the risk associated with this exposure

pattern can be estimated.

4.4 Conclusion

Whatever modelof carcinogenesis is preferred, theoretically, peak exposure to an

agent affecting an early stage ofcarcinogenesis has the greatest effect on the risk oftu-
mour development when exposure takes place early in life. Alternatively, peak expo-

sure to an agent affecting a late stage ofcarcinogenesis has the greatest effect when the

exposure takes place late in life. The former situation is associated with a higher risk

than the latter one. The calculations by Crump and Howe (Cru84) and Chen et al.

(Che88) indicate that, at worst, under the assumptions presented, the DRCF of peak

exposure is 7. The effects ofshort-term low-dose exposures and cessation ofexposure

other than those of short-term low-dose exposure at extremely high rates of cell prolif-

eration, are qualitatively consistent with these findings.
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Chapter 5

5.1

Experiments with genotoxic carcinogens

Studies comparing the effects on tumour development of the extremes of exposure, i'e.

ofsingle exposure to a high dose and lifelong exposure to a low dose, have not been

performed. There are only studies comparing the effects of short exposure to high

doses and longer exposures to low doses. These can be subdivided into studies in

which the same amount of substance was administered as a single dose (representing

peak exposure) or as multiple doses and those in which the same total amount was ad-

ministered as multiple or extended numbers of doses. Both types of studies are re-

viewed in this chapter. In addition, two studies comparing the effects of dose-rate

differences on parameters other than, but relevant to, tumour incidence are discussed'

Single-dose versus multiple-dose exposure regimens - tumour

development

In the seven studies in which the tumour incidence following one insult with a geno-

toxic carcinogen was compared with that following multiple insults, the total dose was

spread over a maximum of 2 to 50 fractions (Table 5).

White et al. (Whi70) investigated the occurrence of lung tumours in groups of 27

or 28 mice injected intraperitoneally with urethan (URE) (ethyl carbamate), once at I

mg/g body weight and twice at 0.5 mg/g body weight six days apart. The authors did

not report the tumour incidence, but reported the mean number of tumours per animal

at 12-24 weeks after the initial (or only) injection. Therefore, we calculated a DRCF

on the basis of this parameter instead of tumour incidence. Using the data from
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Table 5 Experiments on tumour incidence following single or multiple administration of genotoxic carcinogens.

agenta b.actb species /
route

singleexposure protractedexposure effect DRCF ref

URE mouse /
i.p.o

DMBA mouse /
skin

DMBA mouse /
skin

DMBA yes rat / p.o.b

BP mouse /
s.c.o

2x0.5 mglg body weight, lung tumours

6d apart

1.0 to I .3 Whi70yes

yes

yes

lx I mg/g body

weight

I x0.3 mg

lx15 mg

I x25 mg

I x45 mg

I x(0-0.5) mg

mouse / i.p. l, 50 me/kg

body weight

I x 100 mg/kg

body weight

I ,51.2 pg I pg daily, 50x

lxl00 pg

2'0. l5 mg

(interval lh to l0 w)

5x3 mg (2d or lw apart)

5x5 mg (2d or lw apart)

5x9 mg (2d or lw apart)

l2x (once monthly) (total

dose 0-0.5 mg)

more malignant tu- 0.5 to 0.8

mours at longer

intervals

TR" 40% (l x) vs. 0.4

100% (50x)

TY 45/32 (l x) vs. 0.2

250t32 (50x)
CY 1132 (l x) vs. 0.03

40/32 (50x)

12.5 1tg twice a week, 8x TR 50% (l x) vs. 0.6

80% (8x)

TY 50/32 (l x) vs. 0.5

100/32 (8x)

CY 2/32 (lx) vs. 0.2

9132 (8x)

Sal56

Ive9l

shi69induction of mam-

mary tumours

tumours at injec-

tion site

l.l to 1.8

(2d apart)

0.8 to 1.0

(lw apart)

MNU

yes

no malignant

lymphomas

0.4 (at 0.5

mg) to 3.3

(at 25 pg)

Pay60

2.9 to 8.3d Jos70

0.4"

5"10 mg/kg body weight
daily or weekly

5x20 mg/kg body weight

daily or weekly

b

d
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TR: tumour rate ; TY: tumour yield ; CY: carcinoma yield
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Table 5 Continued

agent b.act species /
route

single exposure protracted exposure effect DRCF ref

NHMI

1,3-butadiene yes

yes rat / s.c. lx 133 mg/kg

body weight

1000, 5000 or
10,000 ppm

for 2h

l0x 13.3 mg/kg body

weight in l0w
8,16.6 mg/kg body

weight in 4w

not done

tumours in upper 0r

digestive tract and

in respiratory tract

no tumours 0f

Tay15

Buc93mouse /
inhalation

no tumours in the single exposure group

animals 8.5 weeks of age at the first (or only) injection, a DRCF of 1.3 was obtained.

Using the data from younger animals a lower value was obtained.

Salaman and Roe (Sal56) treated groups of ten mice of unreported age topically

with a small amount of the PAH 9,10-dimethyl-1,2-benzanthracene (DMBA), using

0.3 mg per animal once or 0.l5 mg per animal twice, followed by treatment with a

tumour-promoting course of croton oil. The interval between the two applications of
DMBA varied from one hour to ten weeks. Weekly application of croton oil was

started at thirteen weeks and was stopped after fifteen applications. The parameter in-

vestigated by Salaman and Roe and used by us for calculation of a DRCF was the inci-

dence of malignant tumours. Dividing the initiating dose into two halves yielded

DRCF values varying from 0.5 to 0.8, the variation depending on the interval between

the two halves.

Iversen (Ive9l) analysed the incidence of skin tumours in large groups of hairless

mice (32 or more mice per group) with various doses of DMBA at various dose rates

painted on the skin. The experiments lasted till death or tumours occurred, 60 to 80

weeks. The data that allowed calculation of DRCF values concerned doses of approxi-

mately 50 and 100 pg. Iversen compared the tumourigenic effect of a single dose of
51.2 1tg and of 50 daily fractions of I pg DMBA. He also tested less extensive frac-

tionation of the single dose: 6 times I 0 pg or 20 times 2.6 ttg. He further tested a dose

of 100 pg and fractions thereof, although in this case the maximum number of frac-

tions tested was only 8. The results show that dividing a particular dose of DMBA into

an increasing number of applications had a greater tumourigenic and carcinogenic ef-

fect than increasing the single dose itself. A single dose of 51.2 1tg gave a tumour rate

(incidence) of about 40 per cent, whereas 50 administrations of I pg gave a tumour

rate of almost 100 per cent. The DRCF value we calculated from these data was 0.4. If
a parameter other than tumour incidence e.g., the cumulative number of tumours
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(tumour yield), were used to derive a DRCF, a lower value would result (cf. Table 5).

The DRCF values at 100 pg DMBA based on tumour rate and yield are 0.6 and 0.5,

respectively.

Shimkin et al. (Shi69) treated groups of 20 or 30 rats orally with doses of 15, 25 or

45 mg of DMBA. The rats were 7 weeks of age when treatment was started; the ex-

perimer-rt was stopped at 34 weeks after the first (or only) administration. The effects

of single administrations were compared to those of five administrations every other

day and five administrations weekly, the parameters investigated being the incidence

of mammary tumours and the number of tumours per rat. The highest total dose caused

early mortality, as demonstrated by survival rates of 57 and 47 per cent at four weeks

in the groups receiving a single administration and administrations two days apart, re-

spectively. The other cumulative doses tested did not have this effect. The DRCF de-

rived from the effect of single exposure on tumour incidence and that of spreading

over five administrati ons every other day ranges from l.l to 1.8, the range depending

on the dose tested. Exclusion of the data for the highest dose would only modiff the

DRCF slightly: it would reduce the upper DRCF from 1.8 to 1.5. The DRCF derived

from the effect of single exposure and that of spreading over five administrations

weekly is 0.8-1.0. Exclusion of the data for the highest dose would not modifo this

range. Thus, the early mortality hardly influenced the value of the DRCF.

Payne and Hueper administered a single dose or twelve monthly fractions of the

PAH benzo(a)pyrene (BP) to large groups of mice (72 mice per group) by subcutane-

ous injection and investigated the frequency of tumours at the site of injection (Pay60).

The animals were ten weeks old when first injected; the total amount of BP per mouse

ranged from 0 to 0.5 mg. The incidence of tumours at the site of injection was re-

corded after three-month intervals until the end of the experiment at 24 months. The

design of this study allows an analysis of the influence on the DRCF of the point in

time at which the dosing regimens are compared. The DRCF calculated from the tu-

mour incidences observ ed at the end of the experiment was 3 .3 at the lowest dose of
BP administered (25 pg). The DRCF was unity at the next higher dose and gradually

decreased with increasing doses to 0.4 at the highest amount of BP (0.5 mg). Thus, the

dose influences the DRCF, lower amounts leading to higher values, at least in the dose

range investigated. The DRCF calculated from the tumour incidences observed after

l2 months varied from 6.0 at the lowest dose to 0.6 at the highest dose. These DRCF

values are higher than the corresponding ones at 24 months. In conclusion, the actual

value of the DRCF depends critically on the time point of recording of tumour inci-

dence, a later time point being associated with a lower value. This is in line with the

results of Druckrey (Dru67) discussed in chapter 2- As a consequence, the most rele-

vant DRCF values for the purpose of answering the key question of the present report
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are those calculated from the tumour incidences observed at the end of the experiment.

These DRCF values range from 0.4 to 3.3.

Joshi and Frei (Jos70) investigated the incidence of malignant lymphoma in mice

(30 mice per group) treated with the nitrosamine, methylnitrosourea (MNU) at various

dose rates. The authors investigated the effects of amounts of 50 or 100 mg/kg body

weight applied intraperitoneally as single doses or distributed over five administrations

daily or weekly. The incidence of rnalignant lymphoma was evaluated 35 weeks after

the first (or only) injection. The DRCF values obtained with a dose of 100 mg/kg were

0.4 for comparison of a single exposure with each of the two regimens of protracted

exposure tested. The DRCF values obtained with a dose of 50 mg/kg, not enhancing

early mortality, were 2.9 and 8.3 for comparison of peak exposure with protraction

over five administrations daily and weekly, respectively. The values obtained with 100

mdkg may have been biased by the high early mortality (60 percent), observed in the

group receiving the single dose. Considering only the DRCFs obtained with a cumula-

tive dose of 50 mglkg of MNU, the DRCF comparing peak exposure with five admini-

strations weekly is the most appropriate factor for our purpose, because it involves the

most extensive protraction of exposure. This factor is 8.3.

Taylor and Nettesheim (Tay75) compared the effects on tumour incidence of sub-

cutaneous injection of the nitrosamine nitrosoheptamethyleneimine at various dose

rates in rats (6 to 16 rats per group). The effect ofa single subcutaneous injection ofa
dose of 133 mg/kg body weight was compared to the effect of fractionation into eight

or ten injections. In the two groups of rats exposed to protracted dosing, tumours were

found in the respiratory and upper digestive tracts; none of the six animals in the group

of rats that received a single injection had developed tumours after 90 weeks, when the

experiment was terminated. Therefore, the DRCF is zero.

In addition to these seven studies in which tumour incidence following one insult

with a genotoxic carcinogen was compared with that following multiple insults, one

further study should be mentioned. This is a study in which the tumourigenicity of
1,3-butadiene was investigated by peak exposure of mice (Buc93). Groups of 60 male

and 60 female mice were exposed to 0, 1000, 5000, or 10,000 ppm of 1,3-butadiene.

The exposure conditions and methods were similar to those reported for studies expos-

ing mice to lower concentrations for longer periods, resulting in tumour development.

The incidence of tumours was evaluated after two years. The tumour incidence was

not increased after peak exposure to the above-mentioned doses of 1,3-butadiene.

Thus, the DRCF for 1,3-butadiene is zero.
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5.2 Muttiple-dose versus extended multiple-dose exposure regimens - tu-
mour development

Values of the DRCF for peak exposure could not be calculated from any of the data re-

ported in this section, because single exposure was not included in any of the studies to

be discussed. Therefore, we calculated DRCF values by replacing data for the tumour

incidence following single exposure by data for tumour incidence following the short-

esl exposure. In two studies in which the effect of multiple fractions of a dose of a

compound was compared with that of an extended number of fractions of that same

dose, the numbers of fractions compared were 5 versus 20 (or l0) (McC8l) and 10

versus 100 (Heh8l) (Table 6). In a third study, exposure patterns were not compared in

terms of the number of fractions but in terms of duration of exposure (Lit85). In this

latter study the comparison concerned approximately equal doses.

McCormick et al. (McC8l) investigated the incidence of urinary bladder cancer in

mice (25 mice per group) instilled intragastrically with doses of 15,20 or 30 mg of the

nitrosamine, N-butyl-N-(4-hydroxybutyl)nitrosamine (OH-BNN), each distributed

over 5, l0 or 20 weekly fractions. These authors evaluated tumour incidence at the end

of the experiment, six months following the first oral administration of OH-BNN. Ad-

ministration of OH-BNN as 20 weekly fractions was slightly more effective to induce

cancer than was administration as five fractions; the l0-fraction protocol was of inter-

mediate effectiveness. Calculation of the DRCF led to the following values. At a dose

of l5 mg OH-BNN the DRCF was zero, because tumours did not occur in the group

receiving five fractions. At a dose of 20mg OH-BNN the DRCF value for 5 versus 10

fractions was 0.3, that for 5 versus 20 fractions, 0.1. At 30 mg these values were 0.2

and 0.1, respectively.

Hehir et a/. (Heh81) exposed mice (ca. 160 per group) to vinyl chloride monomer

by inhalation and recorded the incidence of pulmonary tumours. The exposure regi-

mens compared were ten l-hr exposures to 500 ppm (l hrlday,5 days/wk for 2 weeks)

vinyl chloride monomer and 100 l-hr exposures to 50 ppm (l hrlday,5 days/wk for 20

weeks). The mice were killed 20 months after exposure. The DRCF values for pulmo-

nary adenomas and carcinomas were 1.7 and 3.0, respectively. However, the inci-

dences of these tumours in the controls were 35 and 3 per cent, slightly but not

significantly lower than those of the animals that received the extended dose. Angio-

sarcoma of the liver, the type of tumour known to be the most relevant for human ex-

posure to vinyl chloride (GR87), was not observed under the experimental conditions

used.

Littlefield and Gaylor (LitS5) reported on the incidence of liver and bladder tu-

mours in mice treated, at various dose rates, with various doses of the N-substituted
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OH-BNN yes

VCM yes mouse /

inhalation

2-AAF yes mouse / feed

mouse / p.o." 15, 20, 30 mg

in 5 weekly

fractions

500 ppm for

lh, lOx

15,20, 30 mg bladder carcinomas

in l0 or 20

weekly

fractions

0 (at 15 mg)

0.1; 0.3 (at 20 mg)

0.1; 0.2 (at 30 mg)

L7 (adenomas)

3.0 (carcinomas)

50 ppm for

lh, l00x

pulmonary adenomas

and carcinomas

McC8l

Heh8l

Lit8560 to 150 ppm for 9 to 24

months: comparison of groups

that received grossly equal

doses

liver and bladder

tumours

0.4 to 3.0 (liver)d

1.0 to 5.5 (bladder)d

Table 6 Experiments on tumour incidence following multiple or extended multiple administration of genotoxic carcinogens.

agent" b. actb extended multi- effect

ple exposure

species / route multiple

exposure

DRCF ref

b

abbreviations: see list of abbreviations

need for bioactivation (no = direct carcinogen; yes : indirect carcinogen)

per os

see text 5. I for details of calculationd

arylamide Z-acetylaminofluorene (2-AAF) in the feed. They re-analysed data from the

EDo, study in which groups of 30 to 400 weanling mice were fed 60 to 150 ppm

2-AAF for 9 to 24 months and killed at l8 or 24 months. Comparisons were made at

approximately similar doses. Groups dosed at higher rates for fewer months generally

had higher incidences than groups receiving similar doses but at lower rates for more

months if killed at the same time point. The results were more consistent for bladder

tumours than for liver tumours, although similar trends were observed. We noticed

that the tumour incidences following low dose rates of 2-AAF were generally very

low. Had we used these data, we would have obtained unrealistically high values for

the DRCF (up to infinity). Therefore, we estimated the DRCF by considering only the

data for groups of animals with at least a 2 per cent incidence of liver or bladder tu-

mours. When these data are used the DRCF values for liver and bladder tumours range

from 0.4 to 3.0 and from 1.0 to 5.5, respectively.

Two more papers have been published on the effects on tumour incidence of dif-

ferences in the pattern of exposure to genotoxic carcinogens (Tur83, Gre88). However,

the lack of accessibility of one paper and the unavailability of the original data for
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5.3

review of the other, precluded derivation of DRCF values. The results are, as far as

available, mentioned here. Turusov (Tur83) investigated the effects of dose fractiona-

tion on the carcinogenicity of 1,2-dimethylhydrazine in mice. The results were re-

ported in Russian, accompanied by a summary in English containing qualitative

conclusions only. Fractionation of a dose of 1,2-dimethylhydrazine given subcutane-

ously exerted different effects on turnour incidences at various sites: a decrease in anal

and colon tumour incidence, an increase in vascular liver tumours and renal adenomas

and no effects on hepatoma, lung adenoma and uterine sarcoma incidence. As a result

the DRCF would be greater than unity, less than unity or equal to unity, respectively.

Gregory (Gre88) reviewed dose-response data for benzidine-induced tumours. He re-

ported that a few insults with a relatively low dose of benzidine lead to a higher tu-

mour response per unit dose than does more frequent administration of lower doses,

concomitant with a DRCF value greater than unity. Neither the conclusions of Turusov

(Tur83) nor those of Gregory (Gre88) allow a more precise derivation of DRCF

values.

Experiments with genotoxic carcinogens - parameters other than tumour
development

Two papers reported on the effects of dose-rate differences on parameters related to,

but other than, tumour incidence. These parameters were the frequency of dominant

cataract and recessive specific locus mutations in F1 offspring (Fav88) and that of Sis-

ter Chromatid Exchanges (SCE) in peripheral blood lymphocytes and

N-3'-(2-hydroxyethyl)-histidine adducts in haemoglobin (Yag87). The results are sum-

marised in Table 7.

Yager (Yag87) investigated the frequency of SCE in peripheral blood lymphocytes

and N-3'-(2-hydroxyethyl)-histidine adducts in haemoglobin in rabbits exposed to the

aliphatic cyclic ether, ethylene oxide (ETO), at different dose rates. The animals were

exposed to either 1500 ppm twice daily for l5 min or 200 (or 400) ppm for 5 days a

week and 6 hours a day until a cumulative dose of 48,000 ppmxh was reached. No ef-

fects of these dose-rate differences were found on the frequencies of SCE in peripheral

blood lymphocles and N-3'-(2-hydroxyethyl)-histidine adducts in haemoglobin.

Favor et al. (Fav88) treated mice twice with 80 mg/kg body weight of the nitro-

samine, ethylnitrosourea, and compared the incidence of mutations in germ cells with

that from previous experiments in which mice were exposed once to 160 mg/kg body

weight. The single-dose exposure increased the incidence of dominant cataract and re-

cessive specific locus mutations by factors of 4.8 and I .2, respectively, as compared to

the split-dose exposure.
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Table 7 DRCFs based on parameters of genotoxicity other than tumour incidence

agenf b.actb species / route short exposure protracted exposure parameter DRCF ref

ETO no

ENU no

DCM yes

rabbit /

inhalation

1500 ppm for l5

min, twice daily

for 64d

200 ppm,6hlday,5d/wk, SCE" I

for 40d (or 400 ppm, histidine-adducts I

6hlday,5d/wk for 20d)

Yag87

Fav88dmouse/ i.p. lx160mg/kg

body weight

2x80 mg/kg body

weight, 2d apart

DOCM"

RSLM"

dose-dependent

bioactivation

4.8

t.2

not reported ranging from l0 'over a very long time

ppm for I min to period'

8000 ppm for 8 h

1.0 to 3.2 Hat90

Abbreviations of compounds: see list of abbreviations

Need for bioactivation (no = direct carcinogen; yes: indirect carcinogen)

DOCM: dominant cataract mutation; RSLM: recessive specific locus mutation; SCE: sister chromatid exchange

I x 160 mg/kg: historical data set; 2 x 80 mg/kg: present data set

Should the above parameters be used to substitute for the tumour incidence in the

DRCF, the value of the DRCF would vary from I to 4.8.

5.4 Conclusions

None of the experiments with genotoxic carcinogens reported on in this chapter ad-

dressed the comparison of the cancer risks associated with instantaneous exposure to a

high dose and lifelong exposure to a low dose, the key question posed in this report.

As a consequence, our conclusions should be regarded as indicative only. The studies

discussed in 5. I have in common that the effect of a single dose is compared with that

of multiple ones. The studies differ, however, with regard to numerous other aspects of
their design, for instance the type(s) of tumour, number of animals used, dose(s) of the

substance applied, extent to which the dose was fractionated and protracted, treatment

(or absence of treatment) with a tumour promotor, age at the first (or only) exposure,

and the timepoint at which the data were obtained. They also differ with regard to the

substance under investigation. The studies discussed in 5.2 and 5.3, leading to DRCF

values for short-term exposure and DRCF values based on parameters other than, but

related to, tumour formation are also heterogeneous with regard to design and
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substance under investigation. The different compounds studied and the many differ-

ences in design may at least partly explain the variation encountered among the values

of the DRCF , i.e. a spread between 0 and 8.3.
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Chapter

Data on ionising radiation

Ionising radiation is a'physical carcinogen' (BEIR90). Genotoxic chemicals as well as

ionising radiation have the potential to damage DNA and to cause cancer, although

there are differences between the mechanisms of their respective genotoxic actions

(Car88). As far as DNA mutation detected with cytogenetic techniques is concerned,

ionising radiation and chemicals cause different mutations. Ionising radiation induces

chromosome-type aberrations in the Go and G, phases of the cell cycle, both chromo-

some- and chromatid-type aberrations in the S phase and chromatid-type aberrations in

the G, phase. Chemical mutagens induce mostly chromatid-type aberrations, due to the

type of DNA lesions induced which have to pass through the S phase in order to be

transformed into detectable aberrations (Car88).

As both chemicals and ionising radiation have genotoxic effects, it is useful to

compare the effects of differences in dose rate of chemicals and ionising radiation.

However, ionising radiation will not be discussed herc in extenso; this would be be-

yond the scope ofthe present report. The relevant data are reported below in abridged

form, based mainly on a recent report by Kal and Jansen, published by the Health

Council of the Netherlands (Kal90). The data, summarised in Table 8, concern low lin-

ear energy transfer (LET) radiation ($ and y-radiation) and high-LET radiation (e.g.

cr-radiation).

Ultraviolet (UV) radiation, a certain form of non-ionising radiation, is also a

physical carcinogen. It is not discussed in this report, however, for the following rea-

son. In contrast to chemicals and ionising radiation UV radiation causes specific DNA

mutations (pyrimidine dimers, Set66), and UV-induced tumour formation might
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Table 8 Ionizing radiation: DREFs.

source of information parameter DREF" refs

low-LETb/animal

low-LET/in vitro"

low-LET/animals"

low-LET/humans"

low-LET/humans

low-LET/animal

high-LETf

cell transformation, point mutations,

chromosomal aberrations

life shortening

tumour incidence

leukemia

non-leukemia cancers

thyroid tumours

mammary tumours

leukemia

non-leukemia cancers

specific locus mutations

reciprocal translocations

life shortening

tumour incidence

2 to l0

2tol0
3

Ito3

NCRP8O

UN88

NRPB88

Kal90

0.8 to 5

Ito8d

2.1

>1.3

l;>4
2.6 to 3

2.1

ca. I

3 to l0 (5)"

5 to l0 (5)

3 to l0 (4)

I to l0 (4)

Kal90

Kal90

Kal90

Kal90

Kal90

Kal90

BEIR9O

BEIR9O

BEIR9O

d

BEIR9O

'Dose-rate effect is less than for low-LET, ... dose

protraction may increase cancer incidence in some

situations'

REIR9O

BEIR9O

BEIR9O

DREF : Dose-Rate Effectiveness Factor: 'a factor by which the effect caused by a specific dose of radiation changes at low as

compared to high dose rates' (BEIR9O)

low-LET: low Linear Energy Transfer ionising radiation

conclusion: a DREF between 1.5 and 2.5 is 'a reasonable choice' (Kal90)

one exceptionally high value of 66 excluded

range (single best estimate in brackets)

high-LET = high Linear Energy Transfer ionising radiation
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depend on partial impairment of the immune system (Kri90)

6.1 Low-LET ionising radiation

There is a wealth of data on the tumourigenic effect of differences in dose rate of low-

LET ionising radiation. The relative risk of different exposure patterns to ionising ra-

diation has been expressed as Dose Rate Effectiverless Factor (DREF, BEIR90). The

DREF is 'a factor by which the effect caused by a specific dose of radiation changes at

low as compared to high dose rates' (BEIR90). This factor has been used to estimate,

based on the data available, the cancer risk associated with low dose rates. In the case

ofhuman exposure the data concern short-term exposure to high dose rates (e.g. Japa-

nese atomic bomb survivors); DREF values were derived from these data by model-

fitting. In the case of experimental data, however, a DREF could be calculated from

results obtained with both high and low dose rates.

The National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) in the

USA evaluated data obtained in the period 1963-1979 (NCRP80). Only the data ob-

tained with laboratory animals allowed calculation of DREF values. The NCRP de-

rived values ranging from2 to l0 from these data. The United Nations Scientific

Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation,IJNSCEAR (I-1N88), and the British

National Radiological Protection Board, NRPB (NRPB88), have based their evalua-

tions on the data in NCRP80. The UNSCEAR (I-IN88) agrees with the conclusions of
NCRP. The NRPB (NRPB88) concluded that a value of 3 is appropriate for the pur-

pose of radiation protection.

Kal and Jansen (Kal90) examined, on request of the Health Council of the Nether-

lands, whether more recent publications (from the period 1979-1989) concerning in vi-

tro cell transformation, gene mutations, chromosomal aberrations, and tumour

induction in humans and animals could provide additional information on the value for

the DREF of low-LET radiation (cf. Table 8). They calculated a DREF ranging from I

to 3 from data based on various in vitro parameters (cell transformation, point muta-

tions and chromosomal aberrations). Two high values were found: 5.4 and 13. The re-

ciprocal mean, median and geometric mean calculated from the in vitro data are l.'7,

1.7 and 2.4, respectively.

Kal and Jansen also calculated values of the DREF from results obtained with low-

LET radiation in laboratory animals. When life-shortening due to tumour growth was

used as parameter, values from 0.8 to 5 were derived. The reciprocal mean, median

and geometric mean are 1.8, 2.1 and2.2,respectively. Values based on tumour inci-

dences varied from I to 8, if one exceptional, high value was excluded. This value (66)

stemmed from induction of mammary tumours at very low dose rates. The reciprocal
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mean, median and geometric mean of DREFs based on animal data are 2.1,2.3 and

7.1, respectively.

Kal and Jansen concluded that the most recent data on human exposure to ionising

radiation derived from the atomic bomb survivors in Japan, point to a DREF value of
2.1 for leukaemia and at least 1.3 for other tumours. In other epidemiological studies

DREF values of I were found for thyroid and 2.6 and 3 for mammary tumours; irr the

case of thyroid tumours caused by radioactive iodine 1''' I) the DREF is at least 4.

Overall, the reciprocal mean, median and geometric mean of DREF values based on

epidemiological data are l.9, 2.3 and 2.3, respectively.

Combination of the recent experimental data reviewed by Kal and Jansen with ear-

lier data from NCRP8O led to DREFs for life-shortening and tumour induction of 5.5,

2.5 and2.5 for the reciprocal mean, median and geometric mean, respectively. These

valueswere2.5, 1.7 and l.T,respectively,forthecombinedinvitro data(Kal90).Kal

and Jansen felt that for the purpose of extrapolation from high doses of low-LET radia-

tion to low doses a low weight should be attributed to high DREF values and vice

yerso) since a high DREF value may potentially lead to underestimation of the risk at

low doses. They concluded that if this approach is chosen, a DREF of 1.5 to 2.5 is a

"reasonable choice" for extrapolation from high to low dose rates.

The BEIR-V committee (BEIR90) evaluated the data available for a DREF for low

LET radiation and stated that: "there are scant human data that allow an estimate of the

DREF"; a DREF of 2.1 was established for leukaemia, while for most other types of
cancer the DREF was near unity. BEIR-V also calculated DREF values from the more

extensive animal data. The range of values observed in animal studies has an upper

limit of 10 for each of four different endpoints, one of which is tumour incidence. The

single best estimates of the DREF of these endpoints are 4 to 5.

The Committee on Radiation risk of the Health Council of the Netherlands used

the report of Kal and Jansen when preparing an advisory report on the effects of ionis-

ing radiation (GRgl). They agreed with the conclusions reached by Kal and Jansen

(Kal90) and BEIR-V (BEIR90), that the data from the atomic bomb survivors in Japan

provide evidence that the DREF of leukaemia is 2.1 and that of all other tumours about

unity.

6.2 High-LET ionising radiation

There are few studies on the effects of differences in dose rate of high-LET radiation

(cf. Table 8). In contrast to the dose-rate effect of low-LET ionising radiation, "the

dose-rate effect of high-LET ionising radiation is much reduced (..... ) there is some

evidence that, for high-LET radiation, protracting an exposure may lead to an increase

in the induction of cancer and mutations in some situations" (BEIR90). This
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conclusion is in line with that of Kal and Jansen (Kal90), who concluded that at low

doses and low dose rates cell transformation in vitro is enhanced, an observation for

which there is no clear explanation. Results from animal experiments also suggest that

dose protraction enhances the tumour incidence. Kal and Jansen concluded that a

DREF greater than unity is not justified in the case of high-LET radiation.

6.3 Conclusion

Kal and Jansen (Kal90) concluded that the reciprocal mean and median DREF of low-

LET ionising radiation lie between 1.5 and 2.5.They also concluded that the few data

available for the effects of dose-rate differences of high-LET ionising radiation do not

justiff a DREF greater than unity. We infer that the values of the DREF of ionising ra-

diation range from I to 10.
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Chapter 7

Additional data

This chapter considers several papers which may contribute knowledge relevant to risk

assessment of peak exposure to carcinogens, but which do not allow calculation of
DRCF values. These papers refer to kinetics, metabolism and DNA repair.

Several chemicals are carcinogenic only after they have been activated metabolically

(Kla86). The amount of reactive metabolite formed might not be linearly related to the

dose over the whole dose range because, at high doses, the enzyme that forms the reac-

tive metabolite might become saturated or depletion of co-substrate might occur. After

the reactive metabolite is formed, it is often detoxified by a second enzyme, which can

also be saturated. The reactive metabolites not detoxified by these detoxification path-

ways might bind to DNA. However, the resulting DNA lesions can be repaired by vari-

ous DNA repair systems, that may also become saturated. Incorporation into

quantitative risk assessment of knowledge regarding these aspects of metabolism

would allow more accurate assessment of the risk of exposure to chemicals. A recently

developed scientific method: physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model-

ling, enables incolporation of such knowledge into quantitative risk assessment.

A PBPK model describes mathematically the interrelationships among the mecha-

nistic determinants of the health effects of interest. It enables estimation of the 'bio-
logically effective dose' and use of this dose rather than the dose administered for risk

assessment (And92). In the case of a genotoxic agent the biologically effective dose

could be the concentration in the blood of reactive metabolites formed or the amount

bound to DNA locally.
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A well-documented example of the application of a PBPK model to quantitative

risk assessment of exposure to a compound is the model used for dichloromethane

(DCM) (AndS7). The data obtained with this model provide a good illustration of how

PBPK models may improve quantitative risk assessment. Anderson and colleagues

(And87) used the model to calculate from data on DCM metabolism two types of in-

ternal dose' as substitutes for the biologically effective dose: l) the tissue dose of
DCM as Area Under the concentration-time Curve (AUC) irt target tissues (liver,

lung), 2) the amount of DCM metabolised in target tissues via two metabolic path-

ways. The tumour incidence in the target tissues of mice appeared to correlate well

with the AUC of the tissue and the amount of DCM metabolised in the tissue by one of
the two metabolic pathways. Using these types of internal dose, the target tissue doses

in humans exposed to low concentrations of DCM were estimated to be 140- to

170-fold lower (inhalation) or 50- to 210-fold lower (drinking water) than would have

been expected from conventional risk assessment methods. This suggests that applica-

tion to quantitative risk assessment of the biologically effective dose instead of the ad-

ministered dose leads to a 50- to 210-fold reduction of risk overestimation. The risk

reduction is due to I ) saturation of relevant metabolic enzymes at the doses tested in

mice, 2) Iower levels of these metabolic enzymes in humans than in mice. The above

results suggest that application of a PBPK modelto quantitative risk assessment could

lead to a more accurate assessment of risk.

Bailer and Hoel (Bai89) developed a PBPK model for more accurate assessment

from animal experiments of the cancer risk associated with exposure to benzene. For

this purpose, using data on benzene metabolism they obtained the internal dose by cal-

culating the AUC over all tissue and fluid samples collected for two toxic metabolites

of benzene. Furthermore Bailer and Hoel modelled the relationship between the ad-

ministered and the internal doses. They applied the model to the NTP carcinogenicity

study of benzene in rats en mice. They calculated AUC following various exposure

regimens to an equal dose and obtained similar results with the two benzene metabo-

lites. The AUC of each metabolite was higher in mice treated at low dose rates than in

mice treated with benzene at high dose rates; the opposite was found in rats. These

findings are consistent with saturation of metabolic pathways in mice and lack of satu-

ration in rats. Their implication for risk assessment of peak exposure is the following:

if human metabolism is clearly saturable, like mouse metabolism, long-term low-dose

exposure should be weighted more heavily than short-term, high-dose exposure. The

opposite weighting should be applied if human metabolism resembles rat metabolism.

Recently, Hattis (Hat90) recognised that exposure to high dose rates of carcino-

gens may lead to saturation of metabolic processes and, as a consequence, to a carcino-

genic risk greater or less than that associated with low dose rates. According to Hattis,

saturation of a detoxification or a DNA repair process has the potential to create a risk
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which is as much as squared when the dose is delivered in a peak, and if more than one

process becomes fully saturated, their effects can be compounded. The author used as

examples for his statement on the effect of saturation of metabolic processes on car-

cinogenic risk the following findings
. vinyl chloride: flattening of the tumour response at high doses, although toxicity

was not excluded as cause of the flattening (Mal75)
. a set of aliphatic chlorinated hydrocarbons: saturation of overall metabolism rang-

ing from no detectable to full saturation (Mit85)
. a set of N-nitroso compounds: saturation of bioactivation pathways leading to

fewer single-strand breaks in rat liver DNA (Bra87)
. DCM: incorporation of pharmacokinetic data into DRCF values (cf . Table 7; the

original data on DCM, cited by Hattis, were not available to us).

Hattis concluded that the value of the DRCF of DCM is3.2 at most. The examples re-

viewed by Hattis support the notion that peak exposure may lead to risks either greater

or less than those associated with exposure to low doses.

Magee and Barnes reported a difference in site of tumour formation ('organotro-

pism') following treatment with a single high dose or multiple low doses of dimethyl-

nitrosamine (DMNA) (reviewed in Mag67). Administration to rats of one high dose of
DMNA induced tumours in the kidney, whereas administration of repeated small doses

or prolonged feeding resulted in liver tumours. Nicoll and co-workers (Nic75) eluci-

dated the mechanism underlying this regimen-dependent organotropism of DMNA.

They observed that the DNA adduct, 06-methylguanine, one of the reaction products of
DMNA with DNA, is much longer lived in kidney DNA after a high dose of DMNA
than after a smaller dose or in liver DNA after either dose. The differences in ability of
the kidney and the liver to remove a specific DNA adduct might be explained by inhi-

bition or saturation of the DNA-repair enzyme responsible in the kidney at the single

high dose.

The data discussed in this chapter show that saturation of metabolic processes and

DNA repair may crucially influence the DRCF for peak exposure to genotoxic car-

cinogens. The experiments on the basis of which DRCFs for genotoxic chemicals were

calculated were performed with chemically heterogeneous compounds, most of which

belong to the classes of N-nitroso compounds or PAHs. All experiments but one

(Jos70, using MNU) reported in 5.1 and 5.2 were performed with indirect carcinogens,

i.e. compounds needing metabolic activation to be able to react with DNA. The results

of these experiments may have been influenced by saturation of enzymes responsible

for bioactivation, detoxification or DNA repair. The results with MNU (Jos70) and

those for parameters other than tumour incidence (Fav88, Yag87) were obtained with
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direct carcinogens, i.e. compounds which are carcinogenic without metabolic activa-

tion. Thus, these results are independent of bioactivation, but may have been influ-

enced by saturation of detoxification and DNA-repair enzymes.

The data in this chapter do not allow the correction of the DRCF values derived in

chapter 5 because there was no question of equal doses with the exposure regimens

compared, and because the data may be specific for the substance in question. If the

data are specific, the data in this chapter only allow qualitative general conclusions. If
a single high dose should lead to saturation, depletion or inhibition of any process pro-

tecting against tumour development, e.g. DNA repair, non-enzymatic or enzymatic de-

toxification, it would give rise to an increased chance of DNA mutation and a higher

value of the DRCF. On the other hand, should the single high dose lead to saturation,

depletion or inhibition of any process potentially causing tumour development, like

excretion and enzymatic bioactivation, it would result in a decreased chance of DNA

mutation and a lower value of the DRCF. The net effect of a high dose on the DRCF of
peak exposure depends on the relative contributions of all the processes contributing to

these protecting and toxifuing factors. This influence can only be quantified for each

compound separately using relevant metabolic data for the compound in question.
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Chapter I
General discussion

The data reviewed in the present report show that peak exposure to a genotoxic chemi-

cal may induce cancer. The data also show that the DRCF values for genotoxic car-

cinogens calculated from experimental studies vary. These values vary from zero to

8.3. Theoretical calculations of DRCF values and derivation of DREF values from data

on ionising radiation also lead to ranges of values. Theoretical calculations result in

DRCF values that range from zero to 7 .1. Epidemiological and experimental data on

the effects of ionising radiation indicate that the DREF ranges from 1 to 10.

An important reason for the variation in DRCF values for genotoxic carcinogens is

that the experiments we have based our conclusion on, experiments with genotoxic

carcinogens, are limited in number and do not comply exactly with comparison of
peak exposure with lifelong exposure to low doses (cf. 5.4). Furthernore, the experi-

ments differed as to several aspects, as discussed in chapters 5 and 7.

Even though variations in the design of the experiments with the chemicals re-

viewed may explain the range of DRCF values observed, the data in chapter 7 suggest

that there is no universal DRCF value, but that the DRCF value is compound-specific.

In view of the limitations of the data we regard a DRCF value of l0 appropriate as a

'default' value if no or insfficient data are available to estimate a compound-specific

value of the DRCF.

The absolute cancer risk associated with peak exposure to a genotoxic carcinogen

cannot be determined exactly; it can only be estimated. The risk associated with peak

exposure can be estimated using a DRCF: it can be expressed relative lo the risk of
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lifelong exposure to a low dose if the latter risk has been estimated. Estimation of this

risk is based on assumptions which cannot be verified (cf. chapter l).
The relative risk associated with exposure patterns that differ only slightly from

peak exposure, such as several accidental releases in a few days, months or years, or a

high exposure lasting for several days (short-term exposures) may also be estimated.

In fact, the few data available for short-term exposures (cf. 5.2) have been used to de-

rive the maximum value of the DRCF for peak exposure. Therefore, we propose to ap-

ply a DRCF value of l0 for assessment of the maximum risk associated with these

exposure patterns as well.

The maximum risk of peak exposure to genotoxic carcinogens can be calculated

according to the following formula:

Risk= 10-6 x lDx(D6,1s1,nitrion)-1 x25,600-l x 10* 4x1Q-10 xlDx(Donerniuion)-1

in which Done/nirion is the daily dose corresponding to a politically accepted cancer risk
in the general population of I in 106, ID is the dose ofthe peak exposure, l0 is the

DRCF and 25,600 is the average number of days in a lifetime.

This formula implies that if ID is equal to 25,600xD the cancer risk of peak exposure

is I in 10s at most. To limit the risk of peak exposure to I in 106 ID should not exceed

2560xD-r^,urn.

Whether an elevated cancer risk would actually be the result of peak exposure to a
genotoxic compound depends on the level ofthe peak exposure and the level ofthe
substance in question causing acute toxic effects. Should the level ofthe peak expo-

sure approach the level known to cause acute effects, like lethality, these effects would
prevail (ECE9l, appendix B).

The present report focuses on risk assessment ofpeak exposure to genotoxic car-

cinogens. A similar assessment for non-genotoxic carcinogens would complete the risk
assessment ofpeak exposure to carcinogens.
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Chapter I
Suggestions for future research

The data available only allowed a 'worst case' value to be established for the DRCF of
peak exposure to genotoxic chemical carcinogens. Experimental data are needed for a

more accurate estimate of the DRCF of peak exposure to a given genotoxic chemical

carcinogen. Some general suggestions can be made for future experiments.

A topic needing further investigation is the dependence of the DRCF on the dose.

It is advisable to investigate whether a genotoxic carcinogen induces tumours in ex-

perimental animals if it is administered as a single high dose or as a few high doses

just below the LDro. A dose just below the LDro would best represent peak exposure: it
would ensure that the dose is as high as possible but still lacks acute toxicity. Priority

should be given to experiments with substances which are most likely to be involved

in accidental releases at high doses and to affect a great number of people.

Another important matter for investigation is the influence of the age at exposure

to a single high dose. Single-dose carcinogenicity should be investigated by admini-

stration ofthe test substance at various ages.

A third topic for investigation is the timepoint of evaluation, since the studies of
Druckrey and colleagues (Dru67) have suggested that the DRCF might be higher if the

interval between the start and the end of an experiment were shorter. When the tumour

incidence due to peak exposure is being compared to that due to long-term exposure to

low doses, the experiment should preferably be of the same duration as chronic car-

cinogenicity studies, representing lifelong exposure as closely as possible.

Furthermore, experiments with direct genotoxic carcinogens designed to shed light

on the kinetics of DNA repair in yivo at high and low dose rates would be very useful.
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Experiments with indirect genotoxic carcinogens designed to assess the contribution of
biotransformation are important as well. Last but not least, risk assessment of peak ex-

posure (to carcinogens) as well as (carcinogenic) risk assessment in general would

benefit from the further development of PBPK models.
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Annex A

Definitions

administered dose

dose the organism is exposed to

b io lo gic ally effe c t iv e do s e

dose the target organ is exposed to

carcinogen

a substance that can cause cancer

direct carcinogen

a substance which is carcinogenic without metabolic conversion

dose

the amount of a substance administered per unit mass

dose rate

the dose of a substance administered per unit time

DRCF
the Dose Rate Correction Factor (DRCF) is a factor by which the tumour incidence

caused by a specific dose of chemical carcinogen at low dose rates is multiplied to

derive the tumour incidence at high dose rates

DREF
the Dose Rate Effectiveness Factor (DREF) is 'a factor by which the tumour inci-

dence caused by a specific dose of radiation changes at low as compared to high

dose rates' (BEIR9O)
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fractionation
the administration of a given total dose as several smaller doses, separated by in-

tervals of time

genotoxic carcinogen

a carcinogen capable of irreversible modification of DNA
indirect carcinogen

a compound which needs metabolic corrversion to become carcinogenic

internol dose

operational substitute for the 'biologically effective dose'

non-genotoxic carcinogen

a carcinogen not capable of irreversibly modiffing DNA
peak exposure

a single instantaneous exposure (lasting less than 24 hours) to a high dose of a

substance

protraction

the spreading of a dose of a substance over time at a lower dose rate

tumour incidence

the fraction of animals expressing tumours
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Annex B

Theoretical examples of cancer risk
assessment with the DRCF

Five theoretical examples of the cancer risk associated with peak exposure are given

below. Example I (cf. chapter 7) is the starting point. In examples 2 to 5 the deviations

from example 1 are given in bold-face.

Examples:

1) if dose Done/mirion corresponds to a politically accepted cancer risk of I in 106 in the

general population, the instantaneous dose 1D is equal to 25,600xDone/miriont the DRCF

is 10, the LD r0is2,560,000xD,,,61n,,n(compound with low acute toxicity)

Risk= 10-6 x 25,600Donetmiuionx(Donermirtion)-1 x25,600-1 x 10 = 1/10s

Thus, if 100,000 people are exposed to an instantaneous dose of 25,600xDo,",^,,,,o,, at

worst one out ofthese 100,000 could get cancer as a result ofthat exposure.

2) if a daily dose Done/mirion corresponds to a cancer risk of 1 in 106 , the instantaneous

dose ID rs 256r000x Done/nirior; the DRCF is 10, the LD ,ois 2,560,000xD.n"1^;11io, (com-

pound with low acute toxicity);

Rtsk: 10-6 x lD x (Dsnslritrion)-1 x 25, 600-1 x 10 =
= 10-6 x 256, 000 x Donetnittion x (Donetnittion)-1 x25,600-1 x 10 :11104
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3) if a daily dose Done/renrhouan,t corresponds to a cancer risk of I in 104, the instantaneous

dose 1D is25,600xD,ne/tenthousan.t, the DRCF is 70, the LD rois2,560,000xDone/mirion (com-

pound with low acute toxicity):

Risk = 10-a x lD x (D6,1"11"nthousand)-1 x 25, 600-1 x 10 =
= 10'a x 25,600 X Donettenthousanax(Donettentnousand)-1 x 25,600-1 x 10 = 1/1 03

4) if a daily dose Done/miuioncorresponds to a cancer risk of I in 106, the instantaneous

dose .ID is 25,600xD.ne/mirion; the DRCF is 0.01 (compound-specific data available to

underpin this abenant value, e.g. on the basis of PBPK-modelling), the LD rois
2,5 60,000 x D,,",.,,,, o, (compound with low acute toxic ity) :

Risk= 10-6 x lDx(Donslririon)-1 x 25,600-1 x 100-1 =
= 10-6 x 25, 600 x Donetmilion x (Donetmittion)-1 x 25, 600-l x 100-1 : 1/108

5) if a daily dose Done/mirion corresponds to a cancer risk of I in 106, the instantaneous

dose 1D is25,600xD,ne/miriow the DRCF is 10, the LDrois256xDo,",,,,,,,, (compound with
high acute toxicity):

Risk = 0 (No risk of cancer, because everyone is dead)
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Annex G

List of abbreviations

AD-ms

Armitage-Doll multi-stage model

AUC
Area Under the concentration-time Curve

BP

benzoIa]pyrene

DBA

dibenzanthracene

DBN
dibutylnitrosamine

DCM
dichloromethane

DENA

diethylnitrosamine

DMBA

7,12- dimethylbenz [a] anthracene

DMNA
dimethylnitrosamine

DOCM
dom inant catar act mutation
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DRCF
dose-rate correction factor

DREF
dose-rate effectiveness factor

ENU
ethylnitrosourea

ID
instantaneous dose

3-MC
3-methylcholanthrene

2O.MC

20-methylcholanthrene

MNU
methylnitrosourea

MVK-2s

Moolgavkar-Venzon-Knudson 2-stage model

NHMI
nitrosoheptamethyleneim ine

NNK
4-(methylnitrosamino)- I -(3-pyridyl)- I -butanone

OH-BBN
N-butyl-N-(4-hydroxybutyl)nitrosam ine

PAH
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon

RSLM
recessive specific locus mutation

SCE

sister chromatid exchange

URE

urethane (ethyl carbamate)

I/CM
vinylchloride monomer

VSD

virtually safe dose
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